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A highly informative guide to a great trip in the Low Countries. Leads travelers to the best of the

Netherlands, Belgium, and Luxembourg. Delivers the scoop on top cultural attractions in Brussels,

Bruges, Amsterdam, Luxembourg City, and other urban centers Reveals the best local experiences,

from the forests and resorts of Belgium's Ardennes and the wine trail of Luxembourg to the

windmills, tulip fields, and carnival celebrations of Holland Thoroughly updated to reflect the latest

changes in hotels, dining, and attractions, and nowÃ‚Â featuring a language chart.
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Food and Beverage Highlight: Brewing and Abbaye de Notre Dame        Photo by Bieres de Chimay

  Belgium has raised the craft of brewing to a high art; its outsized reputation in the world of beer is

completely disproportionate to its size, and owes almost everything to religious orders. Brewing

operations are a major source of income, helping the monasteries fund their charitable activities.

Because they're such strict religious communities, the breweries themselves aren't open to the

public -- but with a little ingenuity, you can get close to the source.

Relax at one of the lively outdoor cafes on Place Guillaume II in Luxembourg City. See chapter 20.  

Detailed maps throughout   Exact prices, directions, opening hours,and other practical information  

Candid reviews of hotels and restaurants,plus sights, shopping, and nightlife   Itineraries, walking

tours, and trip-planning ideas   Insider tips from local expert authors



I was visiting Holland and Belgium, and got it in electronic form for my tablet. Very good for planning

- tells you all interesting things about the towns you want to visit, even small ones. Was very helpful

in planning the visit. One minus (and hence - 4 stars) - there are no maps. I am not sure how

effective they would have been, but I'd liked to have at list some of them. they were very few, and

pretty much uninformative. I downloaded another guide, with maps which could work with tablet's

GPS.

I usually have 2 or 3 different guides as they all typically have some unique information. We took

this one along to Belgium last fall and I would recommend it.

As advertised and in good condition.

We are going on a cruise to Holland and Belgium in the fall and looked for a combined guide. This

appears to be the last joint tour book available, so I bought it. It looks like it will be very useful for our

cruise.

The reading on the three primary countries we will be visiting this spring has been enlightening and

fascinating. Even though this book lacks the colorful photos of other travel books it makes up for it

by providing tons of useful and current information.

I was disappointed at the lack of photographs inside the book. I guess you get what you pay for i.e.

very little.

Is it well written: Yes.Is it apparently exhaustive in detail: I doubt it.Does it do what it was supposed

to do: Yes.I look forward to comparing it to the real thing.

Happy with this item
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